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Frederic Welter 

 
Contact Information  
Mobile: +49 173 8296703 

Email: fredericwelter@gmx.de 
 

Fusion Worldwide                                                                                                                                                                 Munich, Germany 06/20- Current 

Sales/ Electronic Components  

Account Manager -  EMEA   

Category & Stakeholder Management 

 Responsible for a client portfolio of over +150 clients—all leaders within the electronic components industry across EMEA, generating 

+$1.5MM (+432% YoY) in sales revenue deals for the company after 7 months, while leading the portfolio profit to be above category 

average.  

 Drove client relationships and terms negotiations engaging in PAN EU alignment—while being on top of industry and competitive trends.  

Business Development & Sales Strategy  

 Signed 8 new clients that drove $354k; +23.6% of total revenue achieved.  

 Re-engaged with established clients that had been inactive for the past years and managed to optimize their business to bring 

incremental sales of $286k, +95% YoY.  

 

Summacum                                                                                                                                                                          Munich, Germany 08/16- 06/20 

Food Supplements/ Gaming consumables  

Co-Founder & Sales Manager 

Entrepreneurship and Innovation 

 Co-founded a start-up in the foods supplements industry, which achieved a valuation of +€3MM within the first 3 years of launch.  

 Pitched business idea to various business angels and achieved +85% of initial investment to found the company and subsequent yearly 

cash-flow injections.   

Business Development & Sales Strategy 

 Complete analysis of the sales structure at a national level: segmentation and consolidation of key accounts to work towards a strong, 

efficient channel sales strategy & identification of new route to market opportunities. 

 Key Account manager for both online and offline point of sales including Amazon, Edeka and 2 gas station chains. Supervised stores 

building relationship with clients to manage operations and inventory levels for +40 offline point of sales; optimized product mix across 8 

federal states and revised offerings and store layouts to increase profits by 70% in 5 months. 

 Responsible of coordinating pricing topics across business strategies and improving KPIs for our company.  

Customer Experience & Innovation  

 Improved Customer Experience by applying regular updates on our platform and different points of sale adjusting their product settings to 

get the best usage and brand positioning.  

 Social media and digital brand activation: launching relevant social media platform pages including Facebook and Instagram.  

People Management  

 Led team of cross-functional teams (including IT, graphic designer and business analyst) to create the integrated commercial plan for the 

launch of our product portfolio.   

 

Author, Producer, Director                                                                                                                                                     Munich, Germany 01/17- 12/14 

Film Production with +20 film projects  

Top 5 projects include 

 Screenplay for “Nocebo”, directed by Lennart Ruff and awarded by prestigious Student Academy Awards in Los Angeles (2014); Script for 

several episodes; “Dahoam is dahoam” for Bavarian Broadcasting (2011 - 2013); Script, direction and production of the short cinema film 

"Klaus" with Elyas M’Barek, Frederick Lau & Jasmin Schwiers in the leading roles, Screenplay of the television series “You’ll never walk 

alone” for Neue Super (2010), Screenplay, direction & production of the short film "The boy who wanted to vacuum his garden" (2007).  

 

Film and Television Actor                                                                                                                                                      Munich, Germany 01/12- 10/13 

Actor with +40 productions listed on IMDB; 100 productions in the cinema, television and commercial segment.   

 Top 5 Cinema: “Rubinrot” (2013, supporting role), Beste Zeit “(2007, supporting role); “Mädchen Mädchen” (2001, leading role); "Crazy" 

(2000, supporting role); "The strange behavior of sexually mature urbanites during the mating season" (1998, supporting role).   

 Top 5 Television: Inga Lindström episode “Lilith and the thing with men” (2017, leading role, ZDF); Tatort (Munich) episode “And behind it 

lies New York” (2000, main role, ARD) l “Heavenly Kingdom on Earth” (2002, main role, ZDF); "Murderous Elite" (2004, supporting role, 

Pro7); Rosenheim Cops "(2005 - 2014, 3 main roles, ZDF).  

 

 Education/Interests  

Education  

European Film Acting School                                                                                                                                                    Zurich, Switzerland 08/00-07/01 

Otto Von Taube Gymnasium                                                                                                                                                       Gauting, Germany 08/96-07/00 

 

Languages: German (native) English (fluent), French (advanced), Spanish (basic), Portuguese (basic).  

 

Software: Facebook analysis tools, MS Office, RMS, and Spotify. 

 

Characteristics:  Authentic communicator who develops solutions together with target customers, strong acquisition performer in the field service, 

results-oriented team player. Creative thinker always willing to think outside the box when encountering blockers, aiming at establishing relationships 

of trust.  

 

Interests & Hobbies Exercise, especially yoga, soccer, and jogging , literature in the field of psychology and consciousness research, travels, most 

recently to Mexico, Brazil, Greece, Sweden, India and Russia 
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